
COMP110 - Worksheet 05 Name: PID:

Please print out and fill in this worksheet by hand. Make sure that when submitting your assignment to
Gradescope, you scan each page as a whole page, and that they are uploaded in the correct order, in the proper
orientation, with no extra pages included. Points will be deducted for not following these guidelines.

1. Given the functions below, answer the following questions about filter, map, and reduce. If the returned
value is a list (Node), write your answer in arrow list notation. (For example, listify("Thanksgiving",

"dinner") should be written as "Thanksgiving" → "dinner" → null).

1 let n = listify(5, 7, 2, 6, 3, 9, 8);

2 let b = listify(true, false, true, false, false);

3 let s = listify("Thanksgiving", "fall", "chilly", "

pie", "dinner", "biscuit");

4

5 let f1 = (s: string): boolean => {

6 return s[3] === "n";

7 };

8

9 let f2 = (n: number): boolean => {

10 return n % 4 === 3;

11 };

12

13 let f3 = (b: boolean): boolean => {

14 return !b;

15 };

16

17 let f4 = (s: string): number => {

18 return s.length;

19 };

20

21 let f5 = (n: number): number => {

22 return n * 2;

23 };

24

25 let f6 = (s: string): string => {

26 return s[2];

27 };

28

29 let f7 = (s: string, n: number): string => {

30 return s + n;

31 };

32

33 let f8 = (n: number, m: number): number => {

34 if (n < m) {

35 return n + m;

36 } else {

37 return m;

38 }

39 };

40

41 let f9 = (s: string, t: string): string => {

42 return s + t;

43 };

1.1 What type of function is f6 (which functional
interface does it implement)?

1.2 Which of these functions implements the
Reducer functional interface?

Write the returned values of the following calls:

1.3 filter(b, f3);

1.4 map(filter(n, f2), f5);

1.5 reduce(filter(s, f1), f9, "");

1.6 map(s, f4);

1.7 filter(map(n, f5), f2);

1.8 reduce(map(s, f6), f9, "");
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2. Given the definitions on the left, write the letters of the functions that are Predicate, Transform,
Reducer, or none of the above in the blanks on the right. A function can fit one or more of these functional
interfaces, or none at all.

1 let A = (x: boolean): boolean => {

2 return false;

3 };

4

5 let B = (x: number): string => {

6 return "";

7 };

8

9 let C = (x: number, y: string): number => {

10 return 0;

11 };

12

13 let D = (x: string): string => {

14 return "";

15 };

16

17 let E = (x: string, y: string): number => {

18 return 0;

19 };

20

21 let F = (x: string): boolean => {

22 return false;

23 };

24

25 let G = (x: string, y: number): number => {

26 return 0;

27 };

28

29 let H = (x: string): number => {

30 return 0;

31 };

2.1 List all of the functions that could be used as
Predicate functions

2.2 List all of the functions that could be used as
Transform functions

2.3 List all of the functions that could be used as
Reducer functions

2.4 List any functions that didn’t fulfill any func-
tional interface here. If there are none, write ”N/A”

3. In the space below, write code to the following specifications.

3.1 Given the class definition of a Student, write a function called fulfilled that takes in an array of
Students and a string (representing a specific gened) to search for. The function should iterate through all of
the students, and print out the PID of each student whose geneds array contains the given string.

1 class Student {

2 major: string;

3 pid: number;

4 geneds: string[];

5 }
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4. For the following questions, use the Contact class defined below.

1 class Contact {

2 first: string = ""; // first name

3 last: string = ""; // last name

4 number: string = ""; // 7 digit number

5 comp: string[] = []; // list of companies the contact falls in

6 fav: boolean = false; // favorited contact

7 dist: number = 0; // distance of contact from you

8 }

4.1 Write a Predicate function named favorited that returns true if a Contact’s fav value is true.

4.2 Write a Predicate function named fromWork that returns true if a Contact’s comp array contains “work”.

4.3 Write a Transform function named init that returns the initials of each Contact. For instance a Contact

with values of Fred and Brooks for first and last would return the string ”FB”.
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4.4 Write a Reducer function named closest that can be used to reduce a list of Contacts to the Contact

with the smallest value for the dist property.

1 let initialContact = new Contact();

2 initialContact.dist = Number.MAX_SAFE_INTEGER;

4.5 Oh, no! There is an emergency! Using the initialContact defined above, write a line of code that would
return the num of the closest Contact that is favorited if it is given an array of Contact objects called contacts.
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5. Use the definition of the class Bar to answer the questions that follow.

1 class Bar {

2 str: string;

3 value: number;

4

5 constructor(s: string, val: number) {

6 this.str = s;

7 this.value = val;

8 }

9 }

5.1 Assume you are working with a list of Bar objects. Write a Predicate function filterHigh to be used
with our list implementations of filter. The Predicate function should be used to filter out any elements
with a value property less than 100.

5.2 Assume you are working with a list of Bar objects. Write a Reducer function reduceString to be used
with our list implementations of reduce. The Reducer function should be used to concatenate all the str

properties of the filtered elements together.

5.3 Write code calling the filter and reduce functions with the helper functions you wrote and store the result
in a variable result.
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